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BE PART OF THE JOURNEY
A LIMITED COLLECTION OF DISNEY, PIXAR, STAR WARS™ AND MARVEL WINDOW BLIND DESIGNS
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Create a space where your child can dream, play, 

learn, have fun and express themselves, and what’s 

better than engaging them with iconic characters 

from Disney, Pixar, Star Wars™ and Marvel. 

This limited edition collection boasts a variety of 

designs to suit everyone, even the big kid in you! 

Let them venture on a journey of discovery, take 

them on safari, share your nostalgia of 

the classics, let them be a Super Hero or 

explore the deep galaxy.

Our roller blinds are designed and 

manufactured in the UK. The blackout* 

fabric is paired with a reliable and easy 

to operate system so your blind can 

be rolled up or down smoothly every 

time using chain operation with 

either cord tidy, spring return or 

even Louvolite One Touch® motorisation.

These window blinds are great in 

bedrooms, family rooms and playrooms, 

you’ll love seeing the smile the happy 

characters put on your child’s face.

GO ONSAFARI

Disney The Lion King - Safari
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Disney Mickey - Oh Boy!
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BELIEVE
JOURNEYin the

Disney Frozen 2 - Fantasy
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You weren’t born with magical powers but with our child safe 

One Touch® motorised range you have the power to open 

and close your blinds from anywhere in the world!

The battery powered Magic Wand operates a 

singular blind, just one touch and walk away. 

With our popular rechargeable Lithium range you can 

operate multiple blinds with remote control. 

The timer remote and Louvolite Home Hub allows you to pre-

set your blinds for convenience or just added home security.

The Hub connects to your WiFi so that your One Touch® 

window blinds can be operated straight from a smart 

device. Just download the free and easy to install 

app, pair your blinds and operate them separately or 

together remotely, even while away on holiday! 

Have home automation? Our Hub works with Amazon Alexa 

and Google Home so you can even use voice activation!

Magic
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6 Timer
Remote
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Hub
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WITH LOUVOLITE ONE TOUCH®

Disney Frozen 2 Forces of Nature



Disney Minnie - Oh Hello!

©Disney

Disney Dumbo
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Disney 101 Dalmatians - Dream Time

©Disney

Disney 101 Dalmatians - Dream Time ©Disney



Disney - Classics 
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VISIT PARIS& LONDON



Disney Winnie The Pooh And Friends 
©Disney. Based on the “Winnie the Pooh” works by A.A. Milne and E.H. Shepard.Disney Princess ©Disney
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Disney Pixar Cars

DISNEY MICKEY 
TRUE ORIGINAL

©Disney

Disney Original Mickey



An added benefit of this collection is the unique fabric 

treatment that helps relieve hayfever symptoms, it’s called 

Pollergen® and has the Allergy UK’s seal of approval.

How does it work? An active ingredient in the Pollergen® 

formula captures and neutralises pollen entering the room.

The fabric can still be wiped clean as the active formulation 

continuously migrates to the surface of the fabric for 

continued protection.

©Disney/Pixar. ©POOF-Slinky, LLC. MR. POTATO HEAD & MRS. POTATO HEAD are trademarks of Hasbro used with permission. ©Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.Disney Pixar Toy Story

HAYFEVER SYMPTOMS WITH
helping to reduce



Star Wars™ Battle Scene with Magic Wand

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.



Star Wars™ Characters with contrasting black 70mm cassette

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Explore further and make your window blind out of this world by personalising 

it with one of our many cassettes and bottom bars that coordinates or contrasts 

with your fabric and style.

The sleek cassettes are fitted to the top of your blind, discreetly housing the 

operating mechanism. You can choose from a range of colours and finishes and 

have the option to insert a matching fabric profile too. Pair it with a matching 

bottom bar or simply have it fabric wrapped.

The choices are infinite and all yours.

70mm CASSETTE

White

Black

Anthracite Grey

OPEN CASSETTE

White Beige

Satin Chrome

Anthracite

Bronze

Black

CLOSED CASSETTE

STYLISED END CAPS

GEMINI BOTTOM BARS

Fabric Insert

Fabric Insert

White

Grey

Black



Stormtrooper

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.



Marvel Avengers

Marvel Spider-Man

©2019 MARVEL©2019 MARVEL



MARVEL 
AVENGERS

Marvel Heroes

©2019 MARVEL

HEROES ARE MADE BY THE
PATH THEY CHOOSE



PURCHASE YOUR DISNEY, PIXAR, STAR WARS™ & MARVEL WINDOW BLINDS FROM YOUR ACCREDITED LOUVOLITE SUPPLIER

©2019 MARVEL


